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Ana Milena Hernández and
Christophe Penasse have
designed a unique nature
inspired restaurant

The Rajbari Bawali has a 300
year old history that has been
restored to its former glory

Architect Gunveer Singh
talks about environmental
architecture with The Tiles
Of India
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HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR
Ana Milena Hernández and Christophe Penasse of Masquespacio have
designed a unique nature inspired restaurant in collaboration with Essential
Homes which reflects the ultimate fine dining and design experience with
Hollywood glamour style through unique textures and color combinations
-

.

Masquespacio is an award creative studio created in 2010 by Ana Milena
Hernández Palacios and Christophe Penasse Combining the two disciplines of
their founders interior design and marketing this Spanish design agency
creates custom made branding and interior projects through a unique
approach that results in fresh and innovative concepts
.
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RESTORATION

DECADENTLY ROYAL
The Rajbari Bawali has a 300 year old history that has been restored to its
former glory through an arduous and meticulous restoration process that
lasted seven years
.

Ajay Rawla is a third generation Punjabi living in Bengal and calls himself a
Bongjabi He is an alumnus of Mayo College Ajmer and an environmentalist
with an eye for architecture and aesthetics a keen mind with a self driven
hunger to learn more to evoke the lost and untold histories of our past From
constructing the Nationally Important AGNI base in Chandipur Orissa while
living in a thatched roof hut to founding the National award winning export
house The East India Natural Goods Co to restoring a 300 year old Rajbari to
its former glory he is committed to promoting Bengal s cultural and
architectural heritage He is the Managing Director of The East India Natural
Goods Co as well as the Managing Director of Bawali Estate Pvt Ltd under
whose umbrella the Heritage Boutique Resort The Rajbari Bawali comes
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ENVIRONMENTAL ARCHITECTURE

Architect Gunveer Singh talks about environmental architecture and its
importance for an inclusive future with The Tiles of India
.

Gunveer Singh graduated with a Master in Architecture in Sustainable
Environmental Design from the Architectural Association London and is a
LEED BD C practicing as an Environmental Designer with design and
analytical experience in the field of sustainable architecture in India and UK
He is research driven and has been an external reviewer for the master s
program at the Architectural Association London and currently takes
environmental design tutorials at UCL London
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The Tiles Of India in a tête-à-tête with Architect Gunveer Singh

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

www.thetilesofindia.com

